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About the Author 

 Name: William Saroyan 

 Born: 31 August, 1908, California, US     

 Died: 18 May 1981, California, US 

 Nationality: Armenian- American  

 Occupation: Novelist, playwright and short story writer 

 Notable Awards: Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1940, Academy  

Award for Best Story in 1943 for the film adaptation of his novel ‘The 
Human Comedy’ 

 Recurring theme: Armenian immigrant life in California 

 Notable works: ‘The Armenian and the Armenian’, ‘My Heart’s in The 

Highlands’, ‘The Time of Your Life’, ‘My Name Is Aram’ and ‘The Human 
Comedy’ 

 

About the Story- 

 The Summer of The Beautiful White Horse’ is an extract from ‘My Name Is 

Aram’ (A collection of short stories originally published in 1940)  

 

 

 It is a story about two boys, Aram and Mourad, who belong to a very poor 

family from the Garoghlanian tribe of Armenia, known for their truth and 

honesty. 

Characters in the Story-  

 

1) Aram (the Narrator)- A 9-year-old boy. 

2) Mourad- 13-year-old cousin of Aram. Lively and crazy. Fond of Aram. Steals a white horse. Can handle 

the horse. 

3) John Byro- A farmer and the owner of the beautiful white horse stolen by Mourad. 

4) Uncle Khosrove- Aram’s uncle. Is crazy, short tempered and of irritable nature. 
 

Summary- 

The story ‘The Summer of The Beautiful White Horse by William Saroyan highlights the virtues of honesty, 

trust and owing up to one’s mistake. 
 

 Aram and Mourad 

Aram, the narrator of the story, recalls an experience when he was 9 years old. He was a young and 

cheerful boy as compared to his thirteen-year-old mischievous and carefree cousin, Mourad. Mourad is 

likened to his Uncle Khosrove- an eccentric and carefree man. He is completely unlike his own father Zorab 

who was a practical man. Despite this crazy streak, Aram looks up to Mourad for his talent in dealing with 

people and tending to animals. 

Both the boys belong to an Armenian family. Their tribe was poverty-stricken, but they were respected for 



their honesty and truthfulness. They were a proud tribe that would never take advantage of anyone. 

 

The Magnificent White Horse 

One day, at around four in the morning, Mourad wakes Aram by tapping on his window. Aram was shocked 

to see Mourad sitting on a beautiful white horse. He even asked Aram to be quick if he wanted a ride. As 

their family could not afford to own such a beautiful horse, Aram doesn’t take too long to deduce that 
Mourad had stolen the animal.  

 

Aram Could Not Resist the Offer 

Both the boys were too crazy about riding horses but poverty would not permit them to ride one. So Aram 

consoled himself with the thought that stealing a horse for a ride was not the same as stealing something 

for money. He quickly got ready and jumped out of his window. They were too excited to let anything 

bother them and took the horse to the open fields. They both had a wonderful time riding and Mourad 

even started singing out of excitement. 

 

 

Aram Rides the Horse Alone 

After riding together for a while and seeing Mourad ride the horse alone for some time, Aram too wanted 

to ride the horse alone. He leaped onto its back and tried his luck. Instead of running across the field, the 

horse ran to the vineyard and leapt over seven vines before Aram fell. Then it continued running and it took 

Mourad half an hour to find the horse and bring it back. 

 

The Boys Hide the Horse 

It was morning and Mourad decided that they should hide the horse until the next morning. They took the 

horse to a deserted vineyard and hid it in the barn. 

 

The Horse Owner’s Appearance 

The horse owner and their neighbour, John Byro, visited Aram’s house in the afternoon for coffee and 

cigarettes. He narrates that his white horse which was stolen the previous month was still missing and 

untraceable. His carriage was no good without the horse and he had to walk ten miles to reach there. Aram 

overhears the conversation and informs Mourad about John Byro’s visit. He further urges that the horse 
should not be returned till he had learnt riding. Mourad replies that it would take him not less than a year 

to learn riding and keeping a horse for a year would amount to stealing. Finally, they decide to return it 

after six months. Every morning, for two weeks, they rode the horse. Aram continued to struggle with 

riding but they were both overjoyed to have such a beautiful blessing.  

 

Encounter With John Byro 

One morning, while on their way to the vineyard the boys encounter John Byro. He observed the horse 

eagerly and found that its teeth matched with those of his stolen horse. Mourad assures that it may a twin 

and concocts a name for the horse ‘My Heart’. The farmer leaves them saying that he could swear it was his 

horse, if he didn’t know their parents and the prestige and respect their family commands.  
 

The Boys Decide to Return the Horse 

The cousins realized their mistake and early the following morning, they took the horse to John Byro’s 
vineyard and left it there. The parting was difficult for them and Mourad put his arms around the horse and 

patted him before leaving. John was finally happy as his horse had become stronger and better tempered. 

 

Other Important Elements of The Story 

1) Theme- Truthfulness, Honesty, Upholding family values, Inevitability of Change 

2) Irony- Mourad, member of the Garoghlanian family, known for its honesty, steals the white horse 

3) Message- Despite any challenge, values must be retained 

 

Textual Questions (Write the answers yourself with the help of the ‘value points’ given below) 



Q.1. You will probably agree that this story does not have breathless adventure and exciting action. Then 

what in your opinion makes it interesting? 

 

Ans:  Viewpoint of a nine-year-old- Dreams and adventures of two young boys- maintains readers attention 

from start till end- insight into child psychology- despite the longing to fulfill their dream, didn’t want to 
bring a bad name to their family- interesting characterization and pictorial descriptions appeal to the 

readers. 

 

Q.2. Did the boys return the horse because they were conscience- stricken or because they were afraid? 

Ans: No clear indication of fear or remorse- Desire to uphold family values make them return the horse to 

its rightful owner. 

 

Q.3. “One day back there in the good old days when I was nine and the world was full of every imaginable 

kind of magnificence, and life was full of every imaginable kind of magnificence, and life was still a 

delightful and mysterious dream…” The story begins in a mood of nostalgia. Can you narrate some incident 
from your childhood that might make an interesting story? 

Ans: Write about an incident that makes you nostalgic 

Q.4. The story revolves around characters who belong to a tribe in Armenia. Mourad and Aram are 

members of the Garoghlanian family. Now locate Armenia and Assyria on the atlas and prepare a write up 

on the Garoghlanian tribes. You may write about people, their names, traits, geographical and economic 

features as suggested in the story. 

 

Ans: Garoghlanian tribe- Armenian- was wealthy eleven centuries ago- currently, poverty stricken- 

truthfulness and honesty- hallmark of the tribe- believed in right and wrong- never took advantage of 

anyone - never stole- had fled from their homeland due to war- elderly in the tribe pained at the memory of 

their lost land- names semi-Arabic (Mourad, Aram, Khosrove) 

 

Extra Questions (Short Answer Type) 

Q.1. Which two character traits of Mourad are hinted at by the narrator in the initial part of the story? 

Ans- crazy like Uncle Khosrove- enjoyed being alive 

Q.2. What conflicting thoughts passed through the narrator’s mind on seeing Mourad on a beautiful white 
horse early one morning? 

Ans: Surprised- since Mourad couldn’t have bought the horse, he must have stolen it- refused to believe as 

family values came in the way. 

Q.3. “A suspicious man would believe his eyes instead of his heart.” In what context was this observation 
made and by whom? 

Ans: John Byro- context- the teeth of the white horse matched those of his lost horse- would have claimed as 

his own if he didn’t know their family’s reputation for honesty and truthfulness  
Extra Question (Long Answer Type) 

Q.1. Compare and contrast the characters of Aram and Mourad. 

Ans: Aram and Mourad- cousins- belonged to Garoghlanian tribe- known for its honesty- Aram 9 years old- 

Mourad 11 years- both shared common interest in riding a horse- sought adventure- realized their family 

values-Mourad couldn’t help stealing, Aram more innocent- Mourad had his way with people and animals- 

tamed Byro’s horse, mended the broken wing of a robin, knew how to soothe the dog- Aram comparatively 

timid. 

 

Q.2. Listening to the conscience helps one to do the right thing. Give your own view with reference to the 

chapter ‘The Summer of The Beautiful White Horse’. 
 



Ans: The statement is undoubtedly true- Mourad stole- for riding- didn’t have intention of keeping or selling 

it- John Byro finds the boys with the horse- observes similarity with his lost horse- leave saying he cannot 

claim it as his, keeping their family reputation in view- evokes the sense of right and wrong- listens to his 

conscience- keeps the horse from where it was taken- voice of conscience never motivates anyone to do 

wrong. 
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